We are expanding and we want to strengthen our position in the market. For this we need committed employees/managers who are able to take responsibility and achieve results.

To strengthen our team we need people:
- who are loyal and ambitious
- who are passionate
- who are ready to learn
- who want to make decisions
- who are willing to get involved in the detail
- who love to run and can motivate people
- who search for simple and effective solutions
- who are eager to learn and are curious
- who are not afraid to ask questions
- who have a systematic approach
- who are focused on results

Do you want an exciting career in an international company in the wood industry? Do you want to share with us the experience you have and gain more? Are you interested in your own development?

**SCADA Analyst**
Place of work: Sanem, Luxembourg ref no. 2018-1924

**Main duties and responsibilities:**
- Development and support of web-based industrial SCADA system.
- Design user interfaces for the production line.
- Work with binary data and analog values, received from multiple programmable logical controllers (PLCs) of type SIMATIC S5/S7 via OPC server and output received data on user interface as animated graphics and numeric values.
- Resolve problems with PLC data structures and addressing from SCADA.
- User management and roles for SCADA operators

**Requirements:**
- Advanced programming experience in JavaScript
- Basic knowledge about HTML5 and CSS
- Understanding of XML and JSON objects
- Understanding of object-oriented programming
- Basic knowledge about Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG Tiny 1.2)
- Language: French or English (C1 or more), any other language would be an advantage

If you are interested in this opportunity, please [https://kronospan-candidate.talent-soft.com](https://kronospan-candidate.talent-soft.com)

BE A LEADER, NOT A FOLLOWER!